Ford f150 air conditioner

One problem related to air conditioner has been reported for the Ford F The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F On February 13, , my Ford F ecoboost
began to show signs of limited throttle response coupled with a drastic reduction in power
output and moderate to severe engine vibration. These symptoms occurred and were most
severe under heavy engine load, while traveling uphill, high outside air temperature and with the
air conditioner on. General locations: mojave high desert joshua tree, CA and the greater palm
springs, CA area. Weather conditions were generally dry with low humidity. On February 15, the
symptoms described above were so violent that the check engine came on flashing and I pulled
off the road for my own safety. The symptoms did not disappear completely, but they were
reduced and the check engine light was no longer illuminated. On February 20, I brought my
truck to yucca valley Ford to have the problem diagnosed. Mileage at the time of the service was
68, miles. A diagnosis was performed and it was determined that the engine was misfiring on
the number 1 cylinder due to worn spark plugs. All 6 spark plugs were replaced and the
symptoms disappeared. The truck ran fine until approximately June, The symptoms slowly
began to reoccur and by early August, had fully returned. On August 8, , while traveling at
freeway speeds, up a steep grade, with external air temperatures in the low degrees, low
humidity, and the air conditioner on, the truck nearly lost all power, began to misfire and vibrate
violently, and the check engine light began to flash intermittently. Upon reaching the top of the
grade and the load on the engine reduced, the symptoms were reduced. The truck was again
brought to the yucca yalley Ford service center on Saturday August 9, where it is currently
awaiting diagnosis. Car Problems. Air Conditioner problem 1. Other Equipment related
problems of the Ford F Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment
problems. Ford F owners have reported 14 problems related to air conditioner under the
equipment category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the F While
driving, the engine light turned on. When I approached a stoplight, the engine began to shudder
and stall. As soon as I placed the engine in park, the rpms increased and the engine felt like it
was not going to stall. It still had some shaking going on. At the next traffic light, I stayed in
drive and the engine died. I was able to restart the car and get home. During this time I was
using no other features in the truck. Nothing was charging, the air conditioning was off, the
lights were off, and the radio was off. I called the dealership I purchased the vehicle from, and
they would not even look at it. I called several other Ford dealerships in the nearby area, and
they would not look at it citing either covid reasons or no technicians on hand. See all problems
of the Ford F While operating vehicle, electrical issue occurs that locks windows and turns off
air conditioning. Vehicle cabin becomes extremely hot very quickly. Ford dealership unable to
diagnose issue yet continually reoccurs. Not safe to operate the vehicle until the issue can be
corrected. A search of the internet revealed numerous similar issues occurring in Ford trucks.
This is a huge safety issue because when this doesn't work it also disables the airbags of the
vehicle, cross traffic alert as well as tire pressure monitor failure along with other safety
features. With the warm temperatures and no way to roll down the windows or turn on the ac or
a blower fan makes this vehicle extremely unsafe to operate. Air conditioning has a leak on
evaporator. Vehicle was only 4 years old when discovered. But out of warranty. It can be hit or
kicked under the glove compartment to getting it going occassionally but not always. Also if
you hit a pothole in the road it can also cause it to stop working. Fuse 14 controlling abs
module, dtr sensor, reverse lights, pcv heater, air conditioner compressor, cruise control
deactivator switch and daytime headlights was repeatedly blowing. The truck was returned to
the dealer on for the same issue with the same fuse. The dealership replaced the fuse and
performed diagnostic tests on the truck, then informing me that they could not diagnose or
locate the short. The dealership informed me that I would have to drive the truck until the fuse
started blowing more frequently. The first time the truck was driven after work was performed
the cruise control was not functioning properly. The truck engine would surge as the truck went
down the road with the cruise control on. The issue with the cruise control happened on On the
morning of the truck was driven approximately 4 miles and parked in the drive of my home.
After entering the house the alarm was heard sounding on the vehicle, at which time I stepped
outside to find the truck on fire. The fire seemed to have started on the inside of the truck. The
contact owned a Ford F The contact stated that the air conditioner was defective. When the
contact activated the air conditioning system and placed it on high, a popping noise emitted
and smoke released from the vents. Moments later, flames emitted from the vent area. The
contact and driver were uninjured. The fire department extinguished the fire. The manufacturer
was notified. The VIN was not available. The vehicle was destroyed. The failure mileage was ,
Consumer writes in regards to airbag problems, ignition problems and vehicle tires issues. The

electric engine fan came on when the vehicle was sitting outside in the heat, the undercarriage
was showing signs of corrosion. Water was leaking through the driver assist handle grip near
the windshield. Air conditioner has chemical smell when turned on. Inspected by Ford pag oil to
be leaking from the evaporator core behind the dash. Subsequent servicing by dealership found
a faulty elbow and hose from air conditioning unit. Dealership noted that the elbow and hose
were faulty on the invoice. When the air conditioner is on low and recirculate, there is a strong
chemical smell like paint thinner or adhesive coming out of the panel vents. Prolonged
exposure causes headaches and dizzyness. This occurs at almost any speed and weather
condition hot enough to require air conditioning. Has been to dealer 3 times. They can duplicate
the problem but cannot fix it. On February 13, , my Ford F ecoboost began to show signs of
limited throttle response coupled with a drastic reduction in power output and moderate to
severe engine vibration. These symptoms occurred and were most severe under heavy engine
load, while traveling uphill, high outside air temperature and with the air conditioner on. General
locations: mojave high desert joshua tree, CA and the greater palm springs, CA area. Weather
conditions were generally dry with low humidity. On February 15, the symptoms described
above were so violent that the check engine came on flashing and I pulled off the road for my
own safety. The symptoms did not disappear completely, but they were reduced and the check
engine light was no longer illuminated. On February 20, I brought my truck to yucca valley Ford
to have the problem diagnosed. Mileage at the time of the service was 68, miles. A diagnosis
was performed and it was determined that the engine was misfiring on the number 1 cylinder
due to worn spark plugs. All 6 spark plugs were replaced and the symptoms disappeared. The
truck ran fine until approximately June, The symptoms slowly began to reoccur and by early
August, had fully returned. On August 8, , while traveling at freeway speeds, up a steep grade,
with external air temperatures in the low degrees, low humidity, and the air conditioner on, the
truck nearly lost all power, began to misfire and vibrate violently, and the check engine light
began to flash intermittently. Upon reaching the top of the grade and the load on the engine
reduced, the symptoms were reduced. The truck was again brought to the yucca yalley Ford
service center on Saturday August 9, where it is currently awaiting diagnosis. Consumer writes
in regards to vehicle repaired with defective parts. So, the vehicle needed a new compressor as
well. The consumer gave approval for the repairs, thinking the dealer was going to use new
parts. The vehicle pulled hard to the left and it almost took him half way into the lane of
on-coming traffic. The next the day, the vehicle was towed to the dealer, where they replaced
the compressor and drive belt free of charge. That is when the consumer discovered
re-manufactured parts had been used. On June , , the compressor was replaced again at no
charge. On October 16, , the compressor was replaced again, because it was making a loud
noise. Air conditioner system malfunctioned each season after first year of ownership. Coil,
both under warranty. Contacted Ford rep. And got discount. Car Problems. Air Conditioner
problem of the Ford F 1. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford F 2. Air Conditioner problem of the
Ford F 3. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford F 4. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford F 5. Air
Conditioner problem of the Ford F 6. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford F 7. Air Conditioner
problem of the Ford F 8. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford F 9. Air Conditioner problem of the
Ford F Other Common Equipment related problems of Ford F Problem Category Number of
Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Electrical
Jack problems. Labels problems. Foul odor when running AC. Think the drain tube is plugged.
Reelin68 answered 5 years ago. They are usually under the passenger side of the vehicle. If the
drain was plugged, you should have wet floor boards on the passenger side. Look by the
firewall, right side of engine. FordNut answered 5 years ago. If you can make sense of these,
between cabin side of firewall and evaporator.. GregMortensen answered 5 years ago. Found it.
I stuck a wire up it but couldn't tell if it was plugged. No debris came out but the foaming
cleaner did drain through the hole like it's supposed to. Seems OK now. Smells better. EMT
answered 4 years ago. This stuff works great. Once you've located the drain port, follow the
directions on the can. My drain is on the pass side of firewall in the engine compartment. Have
used air and also wire. Still fills up with very little drainage except on pass Casper and it fills up
the hollow in the rocker panel under the door sill? Does your treatment have a brand name and
where is it available? Truck is a supercab Lariat and pristine other than the plugged ac. Thanks
AZ. Hi There, Please see attached photo showing AC condensate soaked the piece of foam and
dripping down onto passengers side floor from this box underneath the dashboard. What is the
cause and possibl I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the AC condensate
drain tube located? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. Your Answer:.

Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The
Ford F was introduced for the model year as an update of the Ford full-size truck platform.
Donald Jones. I have this exact same problem on my f It only happens on AC and only at the
lowest couple temperature setting notches. Thought it could be my CD player but not for sure. It
rattles for 3 seconds and stops. There is a low ticking noise behind the right side of the steering
wheel. It's very odd. Sometimes it would keep going after turning my vehicle off. Lately it stops
when I turn my air off. L Pfaff lpfaff1. Donald, Found this info. Try adjusting the controls one at a
time to determine which actuator has failed. You may have to do a little investigative work to
find which one is making the noise. Each has a small motor with a potentiometer that lets the
control module determine where the particular door is positioned. When they fail, usually the
module can't tell the position of the actuator and runs its motor looking for its signal. When it
gets to the end of the gear it goes "pop - pop - pop". Roger Warnock rwarnock. I've replaced the
blend door actuator 3-times in my F and am headed to O'reilly's now to get another one! Good
thing they have a lifetime warranty on the part!! I watched a couple of YouTube videos that
show you how to do it. It's frustrating that it keeps breaking and has since about It IS a common
problem on the F and other models that use the same part. The clicking sound is the broken
plastic gear inside the blend door actuator moving the knob changes the vent from cold to hot.
Usually this will make the clicking sound around the last 2 "cold" positions on the control knob
the one with red and blue color indication lines around the knob. Mine makes the noise and then
goes away, I might decide to replaced. Arthur Eagen onamisn. If you keep replacing the blend
door acutatotor and it keep happening to you. Then 9 times out of 10 the blend door itself has
probably broke which is allowing the allowing the actuator to over rotate an burn the gear out.
Might want to replace the blend door. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Donald Jones Rep:
49 3 1. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good
question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 4. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair
kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Good luck. I hope this helped you out, if so let me
know by pressing the helpful button. Was this answer helpful? Score Roger Warnock rwarnock
Rep: 13 1. Score 1. Arthur Eagen onamisn Rep: 13 1. Got a youtube on how to replace a blend
door? Add your answer Donald Jones will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Thinking about
purchasing a Ford F? While many drivers love their Ford Fs, some have reported issues,
specifically with the air conditioning system in the vehicle. Do drivers report problems with the
air conditioning system in the Ford F? Compressor issues and leaks are common problems
with air conditioning systems. Luckily, many issues that happen with air conditioning systems
in cars and trucks are easily fixed. Some Ford F owners have noticed that the air conditioning
system does not blow any air when the system is set to heat or defrost. While this is mainly an
inconvenience, it can also become a safety issue. This is especially true if the driver needs the
defrost setting to see clearly. When the vehicle is stopped or idling, some Ford F owners find
that the air conditioning system blows hot air. The vacuum pump and transmission are at fault
for this issue, and both items need to be replaced for the is
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sue to be fixed. Smoke may be expelled from the air conditioning vents, indicating a fire in the
HVAC box. This poses an extreme danger to the driver, passengers, and others on the road. The
fire originates in the blower motor and resistor section of the HVAC box. Any fire no matter how
small is a sign that your vehicle is in need of immediate repair. Some Ford F owners have found
that the air conditioning system drains into the cab of the vehicle, leaving water inside the truck.
While this is not a safety issue, it can be unsightly, or it can lead to mold. A mechanic may need
to reroute the drainage system for the air conditioning unit to remedy the problem. Some Ford F
owners have complained of a chemical smell coming from the air conditioner due to oil leaking
behind the evaporator core of the HVAC system. A mechanic can inspect the system and fix the
leak, solving the problem. Written by. Amanda T. She has six years of automotive writing
experience, and loves providing drivers with

